Cell-culture derived vaccines for human use were
developed in the 1950’s. Since fetal calf serum and
bovine or porcine trypsin were used in cell culture, the
9CFR tests developed for veterinary use to screen for
viruses that can infect cattle and swine were
implemented by the authorities regulating HUMAN
vaccines. However, many viruses not of significant
concern to the cattle and swine industry are not
addressed by the 9CFR testing. Today, over half a
century after cell culture-derived vaccines were initially
developed, the human biologics industry is still using the
methods specified in the 9CFR regulations for testing
FBS
and
porcine
trypsin.”
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3206158/
'Xenotropic murine leukemia virus-related virus (XMRV)
is a recently discovered human retrovirus that has been
found in both chronic fatigue syndrome & prostate cancer
patients. There is a potential safety concern regarding
XMRV in cell substrates used in vaccines...'
http://www.fda.gov
/biologicsbloodvaccines/scienceresearch/biologicsresear
chareas/ucm127327.htm
"The use of tumorigenic and tumor-derived cells is a
major safety concern due to the potential presence of
viruses
such
as
retroviruses
and
oncogenic
(CANCER) DNA viruses that could be associated with
tumorigencity (formation of tumors), Therefore, detection
of persistent, latent (quiet) DNA viruses, and endogenous
RETROVIRUSES (ex. AIDS is a slow replicating
retrovirus) in vaccine cell substrates is important for
vaccine safety, particularly in the development of live viral
vaccines, where there are no or minimal virus inactivation
and removal steps during vaccine manufacturing."
http://www.fda.gov
/biologicsbloodvaccines/scienceresearch/biologicsresear
chareas/ucm127327.htm
“Porcine circovirus type 1 (PCV1) is highly prevalent in
swine and was recently reported in some rotavirus
vaccines.”
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21835219?
dopt=Abstract

"This article explores the issues and concludes that sensory
dysfunction and systemic failure, manifested as autism, is the
inevitable consequence arising from subtle DNA alteration and
consequently from the overuse of vaccines."
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3364648/
"We initiated and funded a collaborative study with Tuomilehto on
the effect of the Haemophilus influenzae type b vaccine on type 1
diabetes and found that the data support a causal relation (paper
submitted for publication). Furthermore, the potential risk of the
vaccine
exceeds
the
potential
benefit.
"

VACCINES
You have the right to say
SLOW -You have the right to say NO!

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1116914/
"Herein, we have described a case of vaccine-associated chronic
fatigue syndrome and macrophagic myofasciitis in an individual
demonstrating aluminium overload. This is the first report
linking the latter with either of these two conditions and the
possibility is considered that the coincident aluminium overload
contributed significantly to the severity of these conditions in this
individual. This case has highlighted potential dangers associated
with aluminium-containing adjuvants (in vaccines) and we have
elucidated a possible mechanism whereby vaccination involving
aluminium-containing adjuvants could trigger the cascade of
immunological events which are associated with autoimmune
conditions including chronic fatigue syndrome and macrophagic
myofasciitis."

Your child CAN still go to
school!

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19004564
Conjugate vaccines fundamentally change the manner in
which the immune systems of infants and young children
function by deviating their immune responses to the targeted
carbohydrate antigens from a state of hypo-responsiveness to a
robust B2 B cell mediated response. This period of hyporesponsiveness to carbohydrate antigens coincides with the
intense myelination process in infants and young children, and
conjugate vaccines may have disrupted evolutionary forces
that favored early brain development over the need to protect
infants and young children from capsular bacteria”
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21993250

“Pestivirus RNA was detected in two measles-mumpsrubella combined vaccines and in two monovalent
vaccines against mumps and rubella.”

CURRENT VACCINE SCHEDULE- 26 DOSES BEFORE THE
1ST YEAR OF LIFE. 49 DOSES BY AGE 6. Do you have your
49 doses? Nope, NEITHER DO I, OR HER OR HIM. Look
around you. Who has had the 49 doses we give our
children? OUR CHILDHOOD VACCINES HAVE ALREADY
WANED! SINCE AROUND 90% OF ADULTS ARE
CONSIDERED UNVACCINATED, WHY ARENT WE HAVING
EPIDEMICS? Are so many vaccines safe? Find us on

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC264050/

Facebook.

www.Educate4theInjured.org-

Whats INSIDE the 49 doses
by the age of 6? Do you
have YOUR 49 Doses?

How does the child's body
process these ingredients?
Polyribosylribitol: a component of the Hib bacterium

Ammonium Sulfate: EDF Suspected - gastrointestinal or
liver toxicant
neurotoxicant
respiratory toxicant

Polysorbate: EDF Suspected - skin or sense organ toxicant

Amphotericin B: MME definintion - "a drug used to treat
fungus infections. Known allergy to this drug prohibits use.
Side effects include blood clots, blood defects, kidney
problems, nausea and fever. When used on
the skin, allergic reactions can occur."
Aluminum: EDF Suspected cardiovascular
or blood toxicant
neurotoxicant
respiratory toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in
2 out of 6 ranking systems
On at least 2 federal regulatory lists
Beta-Propiolactone: EDF Recognized carcinogen
EDF Suspected - gastrointestinal or liver
toxicant
respiratory toxicant
skin or sense organ toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in
3 out of 3 ranking systems
On at least 5 federal regulatory lists
Ranked as one of the most hazardous
compounds (worst 10%) to humans

Ask your
pediatrician
to name 3-4
ingredients in
vaccines.
If your
pediatrician
states “The
amounts are so
small” Ask them
“How much bee
venom does it
take to cause
anaphylaxis?”
Material Data Safety Sheets

Thimerosal: ethyl mercury
EDF Recognized - development toxicant
Suspected - skin or sense organ toxicant
Sucrose: refined sugar
Gentamicin Sulfate: an antibiotic
Hydrolyzed Gelatin: obtained from selected pieces of calf
and cattle skins, de-mineralized cattle bones (ossein) and
porkskin
Neomycin: an antibiotic

Tri(n)butylphosphate:
EDF Suspected - kidney toxicant
neurotoxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals
in 2 out of 3 ranking systems
On at least 1 federal regulatory list
Polymyxin: an antibiotic
Streptomycin: an antibiotic
Phenol: aka Carbolic Acid
EDF Suspected - cardiovascular or blood toxicant
developmental toxicant
gastrointestinal or liver toxicant
kidney toxicant
neurotoxicant
respiratory toxicant
skin or sense organ toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in
3 out of 10 ranking systems
On at least 8 federal regulatory lists
Phenoxyethanol: EDF Suspecteddevelopmental toxicant
reproductive toxicant
Less hazardous than most chemicals in 3 ranking systems
Sorbitol: EDF Suspected –
gastrointestinal or liver toxicant
Less hazardous than most chemicals in 1 ranking system

Formaldehyde: EDF Recognized - carcinogen
Suspected - gastrointestinal or liver toxicant
immunotoxicant
neurotoxicant
reproductive toxicant
respiratory toxicant
skin or sense organ toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in 5 out of 12 ranking systems
On at least 8 federal regulatory lists
Ranked as one of the most hazardous compounds (worst 10%) to
ecosystems and human health

“In some cases the cell lines that are used might be
tumorigenic, that is, they form TUMORS when
injected into rodents. Some of these tumor-forming cell
lines may contain cancer-causing viruses that are not
actively reproducing. Such viruses are hard to detect
using standard methods. These latent, or "quiet," viruses
pose a potential threat, since they might become
active under vaccine manufacturing conditions.”

WWW. FDA.GOV
/biologicsbloodvaccines/scienceresearch/biologicsresearchareas
/ucm127327.htm

ABORTED HUMAN FETAL TISSUE & DNA
“Today, more than 23 vaccines are contaminated by the
use of aborted fetal cells. There is no law that requires
that consumers be informed that some vaccines are
made using aborted fetal cells and contain residual aborted fetal DNA. While newer vaccines produced using
aborted fetal cells do inform consumers, in their package
inserts, that the vaccines contain contaminating DNA
from the cell used to produce the vaccine, they do not
identify the cells as being derived from electively aborted
human fetuses.”
The same group of physicians claims that there could be
relations between this type of vaccines and diseases like
diabetes, lupus, MS and autism:
“How could the contaminating aborted fetal DNA create
problems? It creates the potential for autoimmune responses and/or inappropriate insertion into our own genomes through a process called recombination. There are
groups researching the potential link between this DNA
and autoimmune diseases such as juvenile (type I) diabetes, multiple sclerosis and lupus. Our organization, [3]
Sound Choice Pharmaceutical Institute (SCPI), is focused on studying the quantity, characteristics and genomic recombination of the aborted fetal DNA found in
many of our vaccines.”

WOULD YOU RISK THIS WITH
YOUR CHILD?
Find out more about this group of physicians that are taking a
closer look at vaccinations and the aborted fetal cells inside.

http://www.physiciansforlife.org/content/view/1758/2/

